MAINFRAME SECURITY SUITE

Full Mainframe Protection for
The Entire Security Lifecycle

Digital Trust
In any business, whether it’s B2B, B2C or P2P, trust is the foundation of all relationships
and all transactions. It’s vital that you build confidence in your customers—and your
employees—that you can protect their data and privacy in your digital infrastructure,
and that you will do so competently, with accountability and with ethics.
If you lose their trust, it’s a guarantee you will lose their business.
To secure IT infrastructure and maintain safe environments, organizations today are
required to comply with more and more regulations and standards. In spite of that,
new and evolving security threats continue – from internal and external sources—
in the form of insider data theft, social engineering, and even IoT devices.
Some examples:
• Rogue employees at a South African post office bank copied the
encryption master key, an internal security breach that cost the
bank tens of millions of dollars to fix.1
• In July 2020, dozens of high-profile Twitter accounts were
hijacked by a 17-year-old.2
• Approximately 18,000 organizations were affected by Cozy Bear supply
chain attack, posing a “grave risk” to US governments at all levels..3

“The potential revenue loss from an attack can be
in the tens or even hundreds of millions of dollars,
but the loss of trust among customers is nearly
irrecoverable.”
International Data Corporation (IDC) – “The Business Value of the
Transformative Mainframe,” 2019

1 - https://www.cpomagazine.com/cyber-security/south-africas-postbank-replaces-12-million-bank-cards-after-internal-security-breach-exposes-master-key/
2 - https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/opinions/twitter-hack-copycats/
3 - https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2020/12/feds-warn-that-solarwinds-hackers-likely-used-other-ways-to-breach-networks/
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Mainframe Security in a Hybrid IT Infrastructure Environment
In the distributed/hybrid IT and cloud spaces, many security controls have been deployed that are proactive and automated in order
to deal with increased threats to increased volumes of data.

But what about mainframe?
Today there are increased opportunities for mainframe to deliver value through cloud and hybrid IT integration, from apps
to DevOps to big data and more. But mainframe’s low-risk profile and reputation for being inherently secure has led to
underutilization of available advanced security controls.
Mainframe is exposed to the same new threat vectors and human error as other infrastructures (not to mention increased scrutiny
from regulatory and governing agencies). Humans working on any platform are a potential target for a social engineering attack,
and new connections can lead to security exposures externally or to the backend system.

Today’s environment requires a re-evaluation to ensure you have the tools
and processes to deal with security issues strategically.
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Broadcom Mainframe Security Solutions
Broadcom Mainframe Security Solutions address new and evolving threat vectors on mainframes,
with an industry-leading portfolio—the Mainframe Security Suite—that provides full mainframe
protection for the entire security lifecycle.

Our extensive range of security solutions protect against new threat vectors using controls similar to those
available for hybrid IT but designed specifically for mainframe. We tie best practices to each element of the
lifecycle, identify security risks, and assess if proper security controls are in place.

CA ACF2
CA Top Secret
CA Advanced
Authentication Mainframe

Broadcom Mainframe Security Solutions enable all of your enterprise platforms to work together seamlessly
and operations to run better, smarter, faster and more securely, while offering a single enterprise-wide view.
Using this approach, customers have seen:
• A 94% reduction in the time it took to monitor and check security configuration settings
• Audit needs met in 59% less time
• Identification of hidden Personally Identifiable Information – 5% of data records scanned
were discovered to have unexpected PII data

CA Compliance
Event Manager

• 63% lower cost for security assessments when automated with Broadcom tools vs. traditional efforts

“Mainframes run 30 billion transactions per day, hold 80% of the world’s
business data and handle 90% of all credit card transactions.”
International Data Corporation (IDC) – “The Business Value of the Transformative Mainframe,” 2019
Mainframe Resource
Intelligence Security
Essentials

CA Auditor

CA Cleanup

CA Data Content
Discovery

CA Trusted Access
Manager for Z
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Modernizing Mainframe Security Has Literally Turned Full-Circle
Leverage new technology & controls
for Modern Mainframe Security

CA Advanced
Authentication
Mainframe / ESM

Handle constant change
and reduce security
management load

CA Trusted
Access
Manager for z

CA
Cleanup

CA Compliance
Event Manager

Manage 24x7
privileged user
access with ease

CA Data
Content
Discovery

Proactively identify
and respond to security
risks faster

1001
0101

Locate and protect
sensitive data from
mainframe to mobile

Broadcom’s extensive portfolio helps you:
• Manage access and ensure proper authentication
• Manage privileged users

Broadcom Customers Say

• Automate cleanup of unused IDs and entitlements

“We’ve improved business results as
the result of our mainframe initiatives
… we aggregate data faster … make
decisions that much faster … and make
more money — probably 10–15% higher
revenue.”

“With machine learning and
pattern analysis, our mainframe
management team can access and
identify data much faster… We’ve
avoided hiring probably 250- 300
staff members as a result.”

• Analyze and adjust security controls

An EMEA insurance company

A North American financial
services organization

• Classify, locate and protect sensitive data wherever
it is, from mainframe to end-point
• Monitor activity and identify and respond to risk in
real time

• Enable self-service audit reports
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Bringing It All Together With Our Security Insights Platform

Leveraging data from the modern security lifecycle, our new Mainframe Security
Insights Platform (Security Insights) identifies and assesses security risk. This
software enables aggregation of data across many sources, interpreting lifecycle
and environmental data, analyzing data and enabling visibility into mainframe
security posture.
Security Insights integrates with enterprise security operations to provide a single
view through a Security Information and Event Manager (SIEM) and eliminates the
manual effort of aggregation and analysis.
The result: Greater ROI with a time-saving solution that augments the skills of your
staff by enabling less experienced employees to perform more meaningful work.
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Putting Broadcom Mainframe Solutions to Work

Getting started is as simple as running a no-cost analysis of your environment. Mainframe Resource Intelligence Security Essentials
delivers findings and recommendations based on industry best practices. It provides you with the critical information needed to
understand your mainframe security environment and make informed, data-driven decisions on how to improve, helping you
pinpoint where you are experiencing risk, and what you should tackle first.

SECURITY
ASSESSMENTS
• Identify security gaps
• Automate & simplify health checks
• Ensure coverage

PROTECT ENTIRE
SECURITY
LIFECYCLE
• Fill gaps in Security Lifecycle
• Utilize available solutions
• Ensure coverage identified in
Assess phase

SECURITY
INSIGHTS
• Identify risks and enable a single
enterprise-wide view by leveraging
data from the solutions with analytics
and best practices guidance
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Mainframes host critical core IT for: 92 of the world’s top 100 banks; 23 of the 25 top
airlines; 10 of the world’s top 10 insurers; and 71 percent of Fortune 500 companies.
Mainframe Matters: How Mainframes Keep the Financial Industry Up and Running
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Zero Trust Access

One of the most effective methods for protecting your network, as well
as your customers’ and employees’ information, is by using a “zero trust”
model. And what is that, exactly? Well, zero trust access isn’t actually a
service that Broadcom offers; it’s a security strategy many organizations
are adopting that goes under the assumption that EVERYONE is a security
threat until they prove otherwise.
A zero trust access solution asks that users inside and outside your
network continually verify their identity. As they attempt to access any
mainframe resource, multi-factor authentication will take place. This
ensures that all resources (on premises or cloud-based) are controlled
and protected from the inside out.
With Broadcom Mainframe Security Solutions, user authentication,
identity validation, and privileged user management takes place
throughout the process.

One way to grasp the philosophy of zero
trust access is to picture a house with
doors locked to every room inside. Your
key may get you through the front door
but entering any other room will require

Securely connect
any user from
any device

To any corporate application
Advanced Authentication Mainframe
How can I better manage authentication
and elevate it to modern protection?

a separate key…and any closet or pantry
within that room will require a key of its
own. The idea is that users ONLY have

Trusted Access Manager for Z
What are Privileged Users doing and how
do I best manage them?

access to the specific rooms or spaces
for which they hold the “key.”

Compliance Event Manager
What potential security risks or bad actors
are on my Mainframe?
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Benefits & Products
Broadcom Mainframe Security Solutions help you...

Manage access and ensure proper
authentication

Automate cleanup of unused IDs
and entitlements

• CA Advanced Authentication Mainframe
• ACF2
• Top Secret

• CA Cleanup

Manage privileged users

Analyze and adjust

• CA Trusted Access Manager for Z

• Mainframe Resource Intelligence,
Security Essentials and Mainframe
Security Insights Platform

Classify, locate and protect sensitive
data wherever it is from mainframe
to end-point

Enable self-service audit reports
• CA Auditor

• CA Data Content Discovery

Monitor activity and identify and
respond in real time to risk
• CA Compliance Event Manager
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Why Broadcom for Mainframe

CLOUD

MAINFRAME

When you chose Broadcom, you benefit from the most comprehensive
portfolio available to support the Security Lifecycle. You’ll receive:
• Solutions from the experts in mainframe security
• Complete Privileged User Management capability integrated into 3 ESMs, featuring the
mainframe security-preferred Elevation method to improve traceability
• The world’s only mainframe-specific Data Classification solution, providing insight and
critical data protection capability to mainframe datasets and structured databases
• Our comprehensive Security Event Management solution, providing awareness to security violations and user activity, with
the ability to integrate into the SIEM tool of choice
• Automated solutions to identify and remove unused IDs and associated permissions, thereby reducing security personnel
workload
• Security analytics that help you ensure a trusted environment for your customers and employees by easily identifying and
reducing risk from threats, augmenting skills and enabling a single enterprise view by integrating with SIEMs.
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Protect Yourself Today!
Advance your mainframe security with trusted,
proven Broadcom Mainframe protection.
Contact us to schedule a free assessment.

mainframe.broadcom.com/trymri-securityessentials

About Broadcom Mainframe Software
Broadcom Mainframe Software Division continues to drive the next evolution of open, cross-platform, enterprise innovation. We specialize in DevOps, Security, AIOps, and Infrastructure software
solutions that allow customers to embrace open tools and technologies, make Mainframe an integral part of their cloud, and enable innovation that drives business forward. We are committed to
forging deep relationships with our clients at all levels. This goes beyond products and technology to partner in creative ways that support customer success.

